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Abstract 
The colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) observed in the oxypnictide NdMnAsO1-xFx has been 
further investigated. The magnetotransport is dominated by magnetopolarons. 
Magnetoresistance measurements of the series Nd(Mn1-xCox)AsO0.95F0.05 show that doping 
with cobalt on the manganese site pins the magnetopolarons and suppresses the CMR, which 
is completely destroyed by x = 0.047. The chemical doping results in non-stoichiometric 
samples, with both As and O vacancies. The relationship between the non-stoichiometry, 
magnetic order, electron doping and CMR is explored. The Nd antiferromagnetic transition 
and simultaneous reorientation of the Mn spins into the basal plane at 23 K (TSR) is not effected 
by Co doping. However, there is a significant decrease in TN(Mn) as the antiferromagnetic 
transition is suppressed from 360 K to 300 K as x increases from 0 – 0.047. The manganese 
moment at 10 K is also reduced from 3.86(2) µB to 3.21 (2) µB over the same doping range. 
This reduction in the in-plane Mn moment decreases the electron-electron correlations below 
TSR and acts to further diminish the magnetoresistance. 
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Introduction 
High temperature superconductivity has been reported in compounds containing FeAs 
layers, with critical temperatures (Tc) of up to 56.3 K. 1 The phenomena has been observed in 
several structural families of pnictides including the 1111-type LnFeAsO, 2, 3 the 122 
BaFe2As2 type 4, 5 and the 111-family based on LiFeAs. 6, 7 The properties of these complex 
magnetic systems can be heavily influenced by electron donor doping with cobalt, as partial 
substitution of Co for Fe in LaFe1-xCoxAsO destroys the antiferromagnetic (AFM) order of the 
parent compound, with superconductivity emerging for samples x  ≥ 0.05 and a maximum 
onset temperature of 14.3 K achieved for x = 0.11 8. Similarly, the Co-doped NdFeAsO system 
contains a superconducting dome at doping levels 5-20% with a maximum Tc of 16.5 K. 9 The 
superconducting properties of these systems appear to be sensitive to the twofold tetrahedral 
(α) angle of the Fe/CoAs4 bonds. High Tc’s have generally been observed in systems where α 
tends towards the ideal cubic value (109.49o). Rietveld analysis describes an increase in α with 
cobalt doping, which may be responsible for the relatively low critical temperatures found in 
these electron doped systems. 
 In addition to superconductivity, other interesting properties have been observed in non-
superconducting oxypnictide compounds such as itinerant ferromagnetism in the metal 
(La,Nd)CoAsO. 10 Recently a new mechanism of colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) has been 
reported in the NdMnAsO1-xFx system. 11  A negative magnetoresistant material exhibits a 
large reduction in electronic resistivity upon application of a magnetic field. 
Magnetoresistance, MR, is defined as MR = ((ρH-ρ0)/ρ0), where ρ0 and ρH are equal to the 
resistivity in zero and applied field respectively. Magnetoresistant materials are of 
technological importance and are applied in magnetoresistive sensors and spintronic devices 
in which electron spins are used to process information. In recent years there has been intense 
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study into the magnetic and electronic properties of the manganite perovskites such as La1-
xAxMnO3 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba) 12 due to the observation of colossal magnetoresistance (CMR). 
The manganites are remarkable as they can exhibit a change in conductivity of more than five 
orders of magnitude upon application of a magnetic field. The complete theory of CMR in 
manganese oxides is not yet established, but the largest magnetoresistance is observed in the 
vicinity of the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition, where a drop in electronic resistivity 
is also observed. As yet the large magnetic fields required to detect the CMR in these materials 
has limited its commercial implementation. An important research objective therefore is to 
discover new materials that exhibit CMR in low fields (<<1 T) to be employed in spintronic 
devices for smaller, faster, cheaper and more efficient computing applications. It is therefore 
vital to synthesise and investigate novel CMR materials in order to gain greater understanding 
of different CMR mechanisms which can then be exploited in future CMR devices. 
   The LnMnAsO1-xFx (Ln = lanthanide) system is particularly important as several 
mechanisms for magnetoresistance have now been discovered. Variable field neutron 
diffraction measurements have shown that the CMR in NdMnAsO1-xFx arises as a 
consequence of competition between an insulating antiferromagnetic phase and a 
paramagnetic semiconducting phase in an applied field, with a maximum CMR of -95% 
achieved at 3 K in a 9 T field. 11 Replacing Nd with Pr to produce PrMnAsO1-xFx showed 
remarkably different results, as a sizeable negative magnetoresistance was observed below 34 
K 13 as a consequence of a structural tetragonal – orthorhombic transition driven by the Pr 4f 
electrons degrees of freedom. The role of the rare earth magnetism and transition metal within 
these systems is important as the spin reorientation of Mn ions from the c axis into the ab 
plane is commonly observed; inducing co-ordering of the rare earth ions. 14 In 
NdMnAsO0.95F0.05 this spin reorientation directly influences the development of CMR below 
20 K as a soft Coloumb gap is generated at the Fermi level, and Efros Shlovskii variable range 
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hopping is observed. Understanding the interplay of the complex magnetism within these 
systems is crucial in order to further tune the CMR. Here we report the synthesis, electronic 
and magnetic properties of several cobalt doped samples of Nd(Mn1-xCox)AsO0.95F0.05. 
Experimental 
Polycrystalline samples of Nd(Mn1-xCox)AsO0.95F0.05 with nominal doping concentrations of x 
= 0.03, 0.06, 0.09 and 0.12 were synthesised via a two-step solid-state reaction method. 
Initially, a NdAs precursor was obtained by the reaction of Nd pieces (Aldrich 99.9%) and As 
(Alfa Aesar 99.999%) at 900oC for 24h in an evacuated, sealed quartz tube. The resulting 
precursor was then reacted with stoichiometric amounts of MnO2, Mn, Co and MnF2 (Aldrich 
99.99%), all powders were ground in an inert atmosphere and pressed into a pellet of 10mm 
diameter. The pellet was placed into a Ta crucible and sintered at 1150 oC for 48h, again in a 
quartz tube sealed under vacuum.  
Room-temperature X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected on a PANalytical 
Empyrean powder diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα tube. Data were recorded in the 
range 10° < 2θ < 110°, with a step size of 0.013o.  
Time-of-flight (TOF) neutron powder diffraction experiments were performed on the General 
Material Diffractometer (GEM) at the ISIS spallation source (Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory, Harwell, Oxford, UK) on samples of ~ 2 g loaded in 8 mm vanadium cans. Data 
were acquired in the TOF range 500−18 000 μs using the four bank detectors with scan times 
of up to 2h at each temperature. Initially, data were recorded at low temperature 10 – 35 K. In 
order to determine TN(Mn) of each sample, 15 minute variable temperature measurements 
were performed upon warming up to 370 K. Rietveld refinements were performed using the 
GSAS package. 15, 16 Modelling of the background was performed by the shifted Chebyschev 
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polynomial function and the peak shapes were fitted using a Pseudo-Voigt function with back-
to-back exponentials.  
The dependence of the electrical resistance upon temperature and magnetic field were recorded 
using a Quantum Design physical property measurement system (PPMS) between 4 and 300 
K in magnetic fields of 7 T. 
 
Results and Discussion 
Crystal Structure 
Laboratory XRD showed that all synthesised compositions of Nd(Mn1-xCox)AsO0.95F0.05 were 
of the desired 1111-pnictide phase and could be indexed on a tetragonal unit cell of space group 
P4/nmm at 298 K. Some small weak reflections were apparent which could be assigned to 
MnAs and a silica-based impurity of non-magnetic Nd4MnSi3O13 (presumably from reaction 
of the materials with vapour resulting from the quartz ampoule at high temperature). There was 
no evidence of any other silicate or silicon fluoride impurities. 
Variable temperature neutron diffraction data were recorded for all samples in order to 
determine the effect of cobalt doping on the crystal and magnetic structures. Similar to 
NdMnAsO0.95F0.05 11 and LaMnAsO, 14 no change in crystal structure was detected down to 10 
K. Rietveld refinement of the crystal and magnetic structure at 10 K for each sample were used 
to establish trends across the Nd(Mn1-xCox)AsO0.95F0.05 series. Excellent fits were obtained for 
all x, as shown in Figure 1, with corresponding agreement factors and refined parameters 
presented in Table 1.  
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Figure 1. The Rietveld refinement fits to the I4/mmm structural models of Nd(Mn1-
xCox)AsO0.95F0.05 x = 0.010 and 0.047. The (101), (100) and (002) magnetic reflections 
observed in the 35o bank are shown alongside the overall structure obtained from the 91.5o 
bank. Minor secondary and tertiary phases of MnAs (~2%) and Nd4MnSi3O13 (~3%) were 
detected and included in the fits, with a peak from the sample environment represented by the 
asterisk.  
Results showed the Nd and As atoms are located at Wyckoff positions 2c and O/F at the 2a 
site. Co was successfully doped onto the 2b site, also occupied by Mn. The Co and Mn are 
disordered over the 2b site and there was no evidence of charge ordering. Refinement of the 
relative site occupancies showed that the nominal doping levels attempted were not achieved. 
The refined values indicated cobalt dopant values of x = 0.010, 0.015, 0.034 and 0.047, instead 
of the much higher nominal values. Attempts of Co-doping BaFe2As2 single crystals reportedly 
showed cobalt precipitating out of the main matrix to form peripheral grain boundaries. Cobalt 
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clustering into Co-rich and Co-depleted areas was evidenced, which gave rise to large overall 
a lattice parameters and enhanced superconducting TC values. 17 Therefore, it is possible that 
cobalt has precipitated out of the samples and deposited on the surrounding silica vessel which 
encapsulated the pellets during the synthesis step. Varying degrees of arsenic non-
stoichiometry were also observed across the Nd(Mn1-x Cox)AsO0.95F0.05 series. The undoped 
sample has full site occupancy, whilst cobalt doping results in As deficiencies ranging from 
4.9 % - 6 %. This may be a consequence of charge-balance effects due to the aforementioned 
cobalt leaching from the Mn/CoAs tetrahedra. Furthermore Ta is a known As getter, therefore, 
the subsequent reaction of As with the Ta foil utilised in the synthesis step may have also acted 
to facilitate the formation of arsenic vacancies, similar to that observed in LaO0.9F0.1FeAs1-δ. 18 
The refined oxygen 2a site occupancy for each Co-doped sample was also slightly lower (~ 
0.92) than the value expected (0.95). The non-stoichiometry on the As and O sites could further 
contribute to the electron doping of the Mn cation, although it’s likely that the electrons are 
trapped by the vacancies. The potential average valence on the 2b site for each composition is 
given in Table 1. The Nd and F occupancies refined to within ±1% of the expected occupancy 
and were fixed in further refinement at 1 and 0.05, respectively.  
The cell parameters a and c are largely invariant to doping and do not follow Vegard’s Law. 
However, there appears to be a strong correlation between both the a and c cell parameters and 
the level of arsenic deficiency (Figure 2). Removing As atoms results in vacancies which form 
strong covalent bonds with neighbouring Mn and Co ions, clearly effecting the tetrahedra in 
the plane and along the c axis. 19 The refined values for bond angles and interatomic distances 
at 10 K are shown in Table 1. 
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Table I: Refined cell parameters, agreement factors, atomic parameters and selected bond lengths and angles for Nd(Mn1-xCox)AsO0.95F0.05 from 
Rietveld fits against GEM high resolution neutron diffraction data at 10 K. Nd and As are at 2c (¼, ¼, z), Mn,Co at 2b (¾, ¼, ½ )  and O, F at 2a 
(¾ , ¼ , 0). Minor secondary and tertiary phases of MnAs (~2%) and Nd4MnSi3O13 (~3%) were detected.  
Atom Occupancy 
  
0 
 
0.010 
Co (x) 
0.015 
 
0.034 0.047 
Nd 
 
1.00 
 
z 
Uiso (Å2) 
µB(xy) 
0.12994(7) 
0.0041(5) 
2.10(3) 
0.13096(9) 
0.0026(2) 
1.45(2) 
0.13163(8) 
0.0028(2) 
1.45(2) 
0.13208(7) 
0.0035(2) 
1.38(1) 
0.13116(8) 
0.0027(2) 
1.32(1) 
Mn y 
y 
Uiso (Å2) 
µB(xy) 
1.000 
0.0062(6) 
3.86(2) 
0.990(3) 
0.0026(3) 
3.42(2) 
0.985(2) 
0.0022(2) 
3.49(2) 
0.966(2) 
0.0026(2) 
3.42(2) 
0.957(2) 
0.0024(3) 
3.21(2) 
As 
 
x’ 
 
 
x’ 
z 
Uiso (Å2) 
1.00(3) 
0.6742(1) 
0.0086(5) 
0.935(3) 
0.6734(1) 
0.0018(2) 
0.951(3) 
0.6739(1) 
0.0020(2) 
0.949(3) 
0.6742(1) 
0.0026(2) 
0.940(3) 
0.6734(1) 
0.0030(2) 
O/F 
x’’/0.05 
 
x’’ 
Uiso (Å2) 
0.95(3) 
0.0092(6) 
0.923(3) 
0.0031(2) 
0.926(3) 
0.0033(2) 
0.921(3) 
0.0035(2) 
0.925(4) 
0.0037(2) 
Average Mn/Co Valence  1.950 1.700 1.755 1.739 1.720 
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a (Å) 4.04342(2) 4.0281(9) 4.0493(8) 4.0445(8) 4.0229(9) 
c (Å) 8.8716(2) 8.846(2) 8.892(2) 8.884(2) 8.842(2) 
χ2 (%) 1.80 1.14 1.18 0.98 0.90 
RWP (%) 4.54 3.53 3.54 3.23 3.25 
RP (%) 4.08 2.69 2.77 2.55 2.53 
      
Nd-O/F (Å) 2.3273(5) 2.3233(6) 2.3387(5) 2.3381(5) 2.3217(6) 
Mn/Co-As (Å) 2.5447(6) 2.5320(8) 2.5479(7) 2.5471(7) 2.5294(8) 
Mn/Co-Mn/Co (Å) 2.8591(7) 2.8484(7) 2.8633(7) 2.8599(6) 2.8446(7) 
Nd-As (Å) 3.3456(9) 3.3328(8) 3.3448(8) 3.3374(8) 3.3284(9) 
      
α1 Nd-O/F-Nd (o) 120.62(4) 120.21(4) 119.93(3) 119.75(3) 120.08(4) 
α2 Nd-O/F-Nd (o) 104.20(2) 104.39(2) 104.51(2) 104.59(2) 104.44(2) 
α1 As-Mn/Co-As (o) 111.64(2) 111.55(2) 111.63(2) 111.69(2) 111.57(2) 
α2 As-Mn/Co-As (o) 105.21(4) 105.40(4) 105.25(4) 105.11(4) 105.35(4) 
       
 Mn/CoAs Layer 3.0908(4) 3.0678(5) 3.0926(4) 3.0952(4) 3.0664(4) 
 Nd(O/F) Layer 2.3056(6) 2.3169(5) 2.3409(6) 2.3468(6) 2.3194(5) 
T = 10 K 
The magnetic unit cell at 10 
K, with Nd and Mn,Co 
magnetic spins aligned in 
the ab plane. 
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Figure 2. The variation of the lattice parameter a and arsenic site occupancy as a function of 
x.  
The Mn-As and Mn-Mn bond lengths are largely x invariant but mirror the changes in the As 
content across the series. The Nd-O bond lengths behave in a similar way to the Mn-As and 
Mn-Mn, as the cell parameters of the unit cell are also influenced by arsenic deficiency and 
therefore effect the neodymium oxygen bonds in the plane and along c. 
The As-(Mn,Co)-As bond angles do not vary significantly across the series. This is in contrast 
to cobalt doping in superconducting Ln(Fe1-xCo)AsO which tends to increase the distortion 
within the FeAs4 tetrahedra away from the ideal environment; whereas the MnAs4 tetrahedra 
within this system are clearly robust to structural distortions with small amounts of cobalt 
doping and the resulting As3-/O2- non-stoichiometry. The O-Nd-O bond angles mirror the 
evolution of the Nd z position as it changes with cobalt doping across the series (Supplementary 
Figure 1).  
Magnetic Structure 
The magnetic susceptibilities of Nd(Mn1-xCox)AsO0.95F0.05 samples (x = 0.010, 0.015, 0.034 
and 0.047) were measured between 5 K and 400 K on a Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer 
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in an applied field of 100 Oe after zero-field cooling (ZFC). Due to traces of the ferromagnetic 
impurity, MnAs, the data were dominated by a broad ferromagnetic transition at ~ 320 K. 
Attempts to fully extract the susceptibility of the MnAs impurity were unsuccessful due to the 
problems encountered in our previous study of Nd1-xSrxMnAsO. 21  
Acquisition of variable temperature high resolution neutron diffraction data allowed for the 
determination of the Néel temperatures and magnetic structure of each doped material. The 
(101) and (100) magnetic reflections emerge at temperatures ≤ TN(Mn). Upon cooling the (101) 
reflection is reduced compared to the (100) and an increase in intensity of the (002) peak is 
observed as the Nd3+ spins order antiferromagnetically and the Mn spins reorient into the basal 
plane (Figure 1). There is no change in magnetic structure as x increases; with the AFM 
ordering of manganese along c at temperatures ≥ 300 K (Figure 3), along with the Nd ordering 
and spin reorientation transition (TSR) of the Mn spins into the basal plane at 23 K (Table 1). 
TSR is not effected by Co doping, however, there is a significant decrease in TN (Mn) with 
increasing cobalt content as the transition is suppressed from 360 K to 300 K as x increases 
from 0 – 0.047 (Figure 3). 
It has previously been reported that electron doping by substitution of H- for O2- in LaMnAsO1-
xHx destroys the antiferromagnetic order of the Mn spins. Ferromagnetic order is observed for 
x ≥ 0.08 with a simultaneous transition from the semiconducting to the metallic phase. 20 Hole 
doping Nd1-xSrxMnAsO results in a reduction in TN(Mn) from 360 K for x = 0 to 325 K for x = 
0.1. 21 In contrast, the application of external pressure on NdMnAsO0.95F0.05 acts to enhance 
TN(Mn) from 360 K to 383 K due to a reduction of the Mn-As bond length and interlayer 
spacing, which consequently enhances superexchange between Mn centres. 22 As there appears 
to be no strong correlation between the structural parameters and cobalt content in Nd(Mn1-
xCox)AsO0.95F0.05, the sharp reduction in TN(Mn) is most likely a consequence of the increase 
in magnetic frustration and electron doping upon substitution of Co into the (MnAs)- layer.  
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Figure 3. The variation of TN(Mn) with increasing cobalt content in NdMn1-xCoxAsO0.95F0.05. 
 
Figure 4 presents the variation of the Mn moment at 10 K with x. The moment on the 2b site is 
reduced from 3.86(2) µB to 3.21 (2) µB as x increases from 0 to 0.047. There is a clear 
correlation between the magnitude of the ordered Mn moment and the arsenic occupancy across 
the series (Figure 4). The same relationship is not evident between the level of Co doping and/or 
the oxygen deficiency and the magnitude of the ordered Mn moment across the series. The 
removal of As atoms from the MnAs4 tetrahedra results in a reduction of available nearest-
neighbour antiferromagnetic superexchange pathways, and also increases the electron doping 
of the Mn site. These combined processes, coupled with the Co substitution, act to enhance 
magnetic frustration and reduce the ordered moment. This is similar to 3d magnetic oxides 
where oxygen deficiency results in a reduction of the transition metal moment. 23, 24 The inset 
of Figure 4 shows the variation of the Nd moment with x at 10 K. The Nd antiferromagnetic 
order is induced by the Mn antiferromagnetism at TSR 25  and is therefore strongly magnetically 
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coupled with the Mn moment, so that the Nd moment reduces from 2.10 – 1.32 µB over the 
same doping range. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. The variation of the Mn/Co magnetic moment at 10 K with x. The variation of the 
arsenic occupancy with x is also shown, highlighting the correlation between the two 
parameters across the series. The inset shows the variation of the Nd magnetic moment with x.  
 
Electronic Properties 
A maximum CMR of -95% was reported for the NdMnAsO1-xFx system at x = 0.05 in a 9 T 
field. 11 In order to establish how the substitution of Co for Mn tunes the CMR, variable 
temperature and field resistivity measurements were performed on all samples of Nd(Mn1-
xCox)AsO0.95F0.05. All samples are semi-conducting at 290 K with measured resistivities 
between 1 and 40 Ω.cm. The variation of MR with cobalt content can be seen in Figure 5. The 
MR is rapidly diminished as the Co doping increases from x = 0 – 0.047. There is no clear 
relationship between the variation of the –MR with x and the changes in crystal and magnetic 
structure reported above. 
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There appear to be at least two mechanisms of MR present in the Nd(Mn1-xCox)AsO0.95F0.05 
oxypnictides (x = 0 – 0.015). Below ∼ 80 K the –MR increases exponentially. The variation of 
–MR with temperature for the Nd(Mn1-xCox)AsO0.95F0.05 phases (x = 0 – 0.015) below 80 K 
suggests that the magnetotransport is dominated by magnetic polarons. A characteristic of 
negative magnetoresistance mediated by magnetic polarons is an exponential rise in –MR with 
decreasing temperature 26 since the -MR arises from an activated transport process. The large 
negative magnetoresistance observed in RuSr2Nd1.8-xCexY0.2Cu2O10-d 27, 28, 29 and EuB6 30 can 
be explained by a magnetopolaron model. When the local exchange coupling is large enough 
and the density of carriers is low, charge carriers can be localised by magnetic clusters to form 
magnetopolarons. When a magnetic field is applied the size of the magnetic polarons increases 
so that the polarons overlap which leads to a reduction in charge localisation and hence large 
negative magnetoresistance. 
 
Figure 5. The variation of the 7 T magnetoresistance (MR) with temperature for Nd(Mn1-x-
Cox)AsO0.95F0.05. The inset shows the low temperature MR observed for x = 0.034.   
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The magnetotransport measurements on the Nd(Mn1-xCox)AsO0.95F0.05 phases show that as the 
temperature is reduced below 75 K, –MR7T rises exponentially. This suggests that 
magnetopolarons are forming within the antiferromagnetic matrix. The formation of a 
magnetopolaron arises as the energy of a charge carrier is minimal for ferromagnetic ordering. 
The carrier therefore produces a ferromagnetic microregion within the antiferromagnet matrix 
and becomes self-trapped. 31 Upon application of a magnetic field the Mn spins cant into the 
direction of the magnetic field 11 so that the magnetic polarons become delocalised and the 
resistivity decreases in field. 
For x = 0.000, 0.010 and 0.015, above 75 K the electron transport is dominated by thermally 
activated charge carriers across a band gap (Eg), according to the relationship ρ = ρ0 
exp(Eg/2kT), where ρ is the measured resistivity, k the Boltzmann constant and T is the 
temperature with corresponding activation energies of Eg = 23 meV, 45 meV and 64 meV 
(Figures S3 and S5). It has recently been shown that if a system has sizeable disorder of 
magnetic energies, then the transport can be modelled as magnetopolaron hopping which can 
be described as a stretched exponential 32 similar to Mott variable range hopping. In the absence 
of Coulomb correlations, the transport can be modelled by ln(ρ/ρ0) =( 𝑇𝑇� /T)p where p = 2/(d+2) 
and d is the dimensionality of the system. For a three dimensional (3D) system therefore p = 
0.4. 32 For x = 0 – 0.015, between 75 K and the spin reorientation transition at ~ 23 K the data 
could be well modelled by 3D spin-polaron hopping of the charge carriers (Figures S2, S4 and 
S6). A much better fit was obtained to the 3D magnetopolaron hopping model than to the Mott 
three-dimensional variable range hopping (3D VRH) equation (ρ = ρ0exp(T0/T)0.25) with 𝑇𝑇�  = 
4.07 x 103 K, 1.44 x 104 K and 2.98 x 104 K for x = 0.000, 0.010 and 0.015 respectively. 𝑇𝑇(𝑑𝑑)� =
�
𝛽𝛽0
(𝑑𝑑)
𝐺𝐺𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑
�, where β0 is a numerical factor of the order of unity, G is the joint density of polaronic 
states and a is the localisation radius of the electron wave function. 32 The increase in 𝑇𝑇�  with 
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increasing x corresponds to a decrease in the localisation radius and would suggest that Co 
doping pins the magnetopolarons restricting their transport. This is most likely a consequence 
of the electronic disorder brought about by Co substitution onto the MnAs plane and the 
resulting As vacancies.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 Variation of the 7T magnetoresistance at 26 K with 𝑇𝑇�  showing that as x increases from 
0 – 0.015. 𝑇𝑇�  increases with a concomitant reduction in the magnitude of the –MR. 
Figure 6 shows the variation of –MR with 𝑇𝑇�  where a linear relationship between the –MR and 
𝑇𝑇�  is observed so that above TSR the magnitude of the –MR decreases with increasing 𝑇𝑇� . This 
would suggest that the pinning of the magnetopolarons by the Co impurities restricts the growth 
of the magnetopolarons upon applying a magnetic field, suppressing the –MR. 
For NdMnAsO0.95F0.05, between 23 K (TSR) and 4 K the resistivity data can be fit to the Efros-
Shklovskii (ES) VRH equation (ρ/ρ0 = exp[TES/T)1/2], with TES = 922 K 11. For x ≥ 0.01 Efros-
Shklovskii behaviour is no longer observed and the data below TSR can still be modelled by the 
3D magnetopolaron hopping equation, although a change in gradient is apparent at TSR so that 
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𝑇𝑇�  increases to 2.09 x 104 (Figure S7). This would suggest that the reorientation of the Mn spins 
into the ab plane further decreases the localisation radius of the magnetopolaron. For x = 0.015 
the sample is too resistive to measure below 18 K but an excellent fit to the magnetopolaron 
hopping model is observed down to 18 K (Figure S6).  
For NdMnAsO0.95F0.05, the –MR rises sharply below TSR as previously reported. 11 Below TSR, 
the reorientation of the Mn moment into the ab plane results in enhanced electron-electron 
correlations so that ES variable range hopping is observed. Application of a 7 T magnetic field 
results in a reduction of the in-plane Mn moment from 3.83(2) µB to 3.56(2) µB, 11 suppresses 
the electron-electron correlations and hence further enhances the -MR. This sharp increase in 
the magnitude of the –MR is not apparent for x > 0 (Fig. 5), although an inflection in the –MR 
is observed at TSR for x = 0.010 and 0.015 (Figure 5). ES VRH is no longer observed for x ≥ 
0.01 so that there is a reduction in electron-electron correlations upon Co doping. Upon 
substitution of 1% Co for Mn, the in-plane Mn moment at 10 K reduces from 3.86(2) µB to 
3.42(2) µB (Table 1, Figure 4). This 11% reduction in the ordered in-plane Mn magnetic 
moment with Co doping decreases the electron-electron correlations with the consequence that 
the -MR is no longer enhanced below TSR in NdMn1-xCoxAsO0.95F0.05 (x ≥ 0.01).  
There’s no evidence of magnetopolaron transport for x > 0.015 as the electron doping 
increases. MR from magnetopolarons is predicted to only observed be over a very narrow 
doping range. 26 The inset of Figure 3 shows an expansion of MR data for x = 0.034, where a 
small peak of -3% MR can be seen at 34 K. There is no evidence of MR for x = 0.047. The 
ρ(T) data for both of these compositions contain broad transitions at 16 K and 130 K for x = 
0.034 and 0.047 respectively, shown in the inset of Figure S8. Below these temperatures there 
is a change in the electronic behaviour, with a decrease in resistivity observed upon further 
cooling indicating a metallic temperature dependence; characteristic of a degenerate 
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semiconductor. This generally occurs when a semiconducting system has become sufficiently 
doped with charge carriers that it behaves more like a metal than a semiconductor as the Fermi-
level moves within the vicinity of the conduction band, and is likely a consequence of the 
substantial electron doping induced by Co, As and O vacancies. This has been reported for 
other layered Mn pnictides such as BaMn2As2. 33 There is no evidence of ferromagnetic order 
as reported for electron doped LaMnAsO1-xHx 20, where ferromagnetic metallic behaviour is 
observed for x >0.08. The NdMn1-xCoxAsO0.95F0.05 phases remain semiconducting for all x 
which would suggest that the majority of electrons generated by the As3- and O2- non-
stoichiometry are trapped by the anionic vacancies.  
Conclusions 
The results demonstrate that the CMR of the NdMnAsO0.95F0.05 parent compound is suppressed 
by the substitution of Co for Mn in Nd(Mn1-xCox)AsO0.95F0.05. Small amounts of Co-doping 
rapidly diminish the MR for samples x = 0.010 and 0.015, and the phenomenon is no longer 
observed for x = 0.047. The results confirm that the magnetotransport is dominated by 
magnetopolarons and that large magnetoresistances are only observed over a very narrow 
doping range (x = 0 – 0.015). Degenerate semiconducting behaviour is observed for samples x 
≥ 0.034. The magnetic exchange interactions become increasingly frustrated with increasing 
Co doping and the simulataneous As non-stoichiometry, across the series. The reduced 
exchange pathways and electron doping lead to the significant reduction of the in-plane Mn/Co 
magnetic moment. The study reveals that, while the crystal lattice is fairly robust to cobalt 
doping; the CMR properties are highly sensitive to small perturbations of the Mn magnetic 
moment.  
Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: The ESI includes figures showing 
the variation of the Nd-O-Nd angle variance with x, fits to the resistivity data (Arrhenius, 
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magnetopolaron and variable range hopping models) and variable temperature resistivity data 
for all x. 
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